BE PART OF OUR SUCCESS STORY

DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE SALES
WHAT WE OFFER

We’re currently recruiting high-energy, driven Sales Executives with relevant experience in Software and IT Solution sales. We offer a fast-paced, innovative environment where you will be provided the tools, resources, and outstanding leadership to sell hospitality solutions. The International Enterprise Sales Executive role at Serenata could be the right fit for your career move.

YOUR JOB

∙∙ Active sale of our CRM Solution Suite to Upscale and Luxury individual hotels or hotel chains in
the EMEA region
∙∙ Be responsible for a defined territory focusing targeted customers and prospects
∙∙ Drive and manage the complete sales process
∙∙ Generate qualified leads to ensure target sales and objectives are met across the assigned client base
∙∙ Lead the pre-sale aspect of the sales cycle, including initial discovery, requirements analysis,
high-level solution design and the transition to the appropriate implementation and delivery
services team
∙∙ Work in partnership with our team of Business Developers, Pre-Sales and marketers for all sales
leads and sales opportunities
∙∙ Leverage Business Partnerships with PMS and CRS to accelerate the sales process
∙∙ Speak at trade conferences

YOUR PROFILE

∙∙ Proven track record in technology sales, preferably Software Solution
∙∙ Successful history of net new business sales
∙∙ Consistent overachievement of quota and revenue goals
∙∙ Thorough understanding of CRM with a special emphasis on developing solutions and architecture
∙∙ A passion for technology as well as a willingness and capability to learn new technologies quickly
∙∙ Ability to accurately determine lead qualifications based upon established criteria
∙∙ Solid sales forecasting abilities and revenue achievement
∙∙ A background in inbound and outbound prospecting
∙∙ Familiarity with RFP
∙∙ Strong communication, presentation and listening skills
∙∙ Hospitality market experience and network is not a must but an advantage
∙∙ Fluent in German and English - further language skills are an advantage
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